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 age. He had the right of prospecting anywhere within
the two counties, except in churchyards, highways, and
gardens, and might £ bound ' or stake out a claim by
the simple process of cutting shallow holes and making
piles of turf at the four corners of his claim, and such
claim would be his absolute property provided that he
worked it (the exact amount of work necessary to retain
a claim varied in different places and at different
periods). For his claim he paid to the lord of the laud,
whether it were the king or a private lord, a certain
tribute of ore, usually the tenth or the fifteenth portion.
He had, moreover, the right to divert streams, either
to obtain water for washing his ore or to enable him to
dig in the bed of the stream, and the important privilege
of compelling landowners to sell him fuel for his furnace.
Further, he had his own courts, and was under the sole
jurisdiction of the warden-officers of the stannaries.
Each stannary, of which there were five in Cornwall
and four in Devon, had its own courtr presided over
by a steward, and no tinner might plead or be irnpleaded
outside his court, from which the appeal, lay to the
warden, or, in practice, to the vice-warden. How and
when these privileges were obtained must remain a
matter for speculation, but they can be traced when
William de Wrotharn was appointed warden in 1198,
and were definitely confirmed to the tinners by King John
in 1201.
By development, apparently, from the two yearly
great courts of the stannaries, arose the ' stannary
parliaments '. The parliament for Cornwall consisted
of twenty-four members, six being nominated by the
mayor and council of each of the four towns of Lost-

